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Abstract 

Sequel to the research conducted by the writers on three sets of 

selected children audiences that screened several children television 

networks programmes in Nigeria, It was discovered that over sixty 

percent of such screened productions failed to be attractive to these 

children audiences. This paper is geared towards tracing the 

possible causes of the absence of fantasy use in most children 

television dramas production concepts, costume and makeup 

designs and proffer solutions for producers to follow in order to 

improve on our indigenous children programmes. The theories of 

Albert Bandura’s (1969) and David Golman (1998) were adopted 

as theoretical framework of this paper. The writers applied both 

qualitative and quantitative methodological approaches which 

included descriptive survey, interviews and demonstrative test 
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exercises with children between the ages of three and twelve years 

(3 to 12).  Findings showed that there are no motivations for 

designers of fantasy costumes and makeup in children television 

drama in Nigeria, secondly, the child’s psychology is not 

considered when designing children programmes though they are 

the targeted audience. This paper therefore, recommends that 

producers of indigenous children television programmes should 

consider their children audiences’ state of mind, and designers 

should use attractive colours and be able to create and design in 

fantasy medium. This paper advocates indigenous competition 

with foreign trends of costume and makeup for children on 

Nigerian Television. 

  

Key words: Child, Psychology, Television & Design 

 

Introduction 

 The extent of televisions capabilities at influencing people through its 

potency for education, entertainment and propaganda cannot be over 

emphasized since the advent of Nigeria television broadcast from1959. 

Although several attempts for children television programmes have been 

made in Nigeria, prominently from 1975 when television gained 

popularity and ascended towards her pick in 1986 as aided by the creation 

of more states in 1976 by General Muritala Mohammed, which made 

possible a Federal Government success at having a functional broadcast 

station in the then twelve (12) states of the country. At this time there was 

a great government motivation and effort at generating culturally rich 

children television drama programmes, until the mid 1990s when this 

effort went out of government focus and imported programmes visibly 

began to dominate the Nigerian television broadcast networks; partly 

because efforts towards local use of life size puppets in children television 

drama did not develop along international trends and partly because it 

appeared more profitable and less stressful for the poorly motivated and 
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funded programmers on Nigerian televisions to buy readymade 

programmes than to produce locally.  

 

It is what children observe from television at an early age that appears 

to form the base for their value formation, this may be the reason for the 

failure for Nigerian television industry to develop enough programmes 

with international appeal for child education on Nigerian cultures and 

values, this not only left an opening for other nations to dominate 

Nigerian television screens and home video, but actually aided the foreign 

countries efforts with this major tool of cultural influence, by importing 

foreign programmes to constitute a large percentage of  their broadcast. 

Some cartoon programmes designed for children like;“Sponge Bob” (an 

American cartoon animation), make adults wonder at the strong attraction 

children have to such programmes which logically look ridiculous, 

unbelievable and stupid to most adult minds, but appeal to children in 

their fantasy prone minds. 

 

Against this backdrop, the writers examine how indigenous Children 

programme should be designed to attract the children’s attention through 

the application of brilliant colours and fantasy in costume, makeup and 

properties concept and design. Reasons being that attraction is the 

keyword, before any child can begin to assimilate the message of a screen 

production he must find the programme or product attractive. The 

colourful nature of the life size puppet named Barney of the television 

programme, “Barney and friends” or the appeal of a talking, life size 

fantasy Ostrich like Big bird of “Sesame Street” are the secret of these 

productions successes and these dwells in the realm of costume design. 

However, given to the fact that education relates to the development of 

the human mind, there is always a difference between a child and an 

adults’ mind. Goleman, in his researched publication (1996) infers that, the 

mind of a child is yet to form fixed concepts and ideas on realities of life 

and so is prone to be attracted to the un-usual and the colourful: Such 
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concepts as death, injury, safety or suffering are beyond the child’s 

imaginative thinking or understanding until experienced or seen by him 

or her. Therefore, understanding child psychology is the crux of this paper 

accepting the relevance of fantasy as the appropriate style for costuming 

or making up for children programmes. 

 

Reviewed Theories 

The theory of “Emotional intelligence” by Daniel Goleman (1996), has 

demanded attention in this paper. His theory of twin intelligence in a 

human being are; emotional intelligence and rational intelligence, which 

argues that the human brain structure and its rate of development 

advances the domination of the amygdala (part of the human brain) over 

the limbic system and neocortex as well as the prefrontal lobe of the 

human brain, in the early years of a human, known as childhood. Due to 

the mode of the amygdala function, the child; one to fourteen years (1 to 

14years) dwells mentally in a world of fantasy. It is this emotion based 

reasoning that dominates a child’s thinking pattern. Goleman further 

observed that the thalamus (another part of the human brain) is slow to 

develop in a human being; hence the amygdala dominates mental 

activities in the first twelve to fourteen years maximum of life, in 

descending degrees as the age advances and varying in each individual. 

He infers that, the brain of a child promotes appreciation of fantasy. It 

should therefore follow, that understanding child psychology should 

provide a foundational platform for production of acceptable fantasy 

costuming and makeup that would be found attractive and related to by 

the child. 

Herbert Schiller’s “Cultural imperialism theory” (1969), strongly 

suggests that; the culture of a nation or people can be imposed on another 

nation or people without force, but by media projections on a continuous 

basses, According to Folkerts, and Lacy (2008, p.413) 

Schiller sensitized readers to the implications of 

importing movies and other U.S. media products. He 
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also put leading media companies on notice that 

Mickey Mouse in Borneo, no matter how endearing, 

had untoward implications for the indigenous culture. 

U.S. corporate greed, he said was undermining native 

cultures in developing countries. He described the 

process as insidious. People in developing countries 

found U.S. media products so slickly produced and 

packaged that, candy-like, they were irresistible no 

matter the destruction they were causing to the local 

traditions and values that were fading into oblivion. 

Schiller’s theory is in agreement with Elisabeth Noelle Neumann’s 

Cumulative effects theory (1973), which strongly suggests that the media 

is a slow but consistent teacher that can change the culture of a nation by 

consistently exposing the children of the victim culture to an imported 

culture (good or bad) to the extent that children grow up with the new 

culture as theirs and jettison that of their place of birth over time.  

Another theory of relevance in this research is Albert Bandura’s 

“Cognitive/observational Learning theory” (1960), applied to the 

relevance of children television as an educational tool in this study.   The 

minds of children can be susceptible as observed by Agiobu-Kemmer, I. 

(2005, p.127), citing Albert Bandura’s experiment informs that: 

…... a classical work which showed that children 

imitate what they observe. Nursery school children 

were requested to observe a model who was striking 

an inflated bobo doll with a mallet. The model also hit 

and kicked the doll. After the model had left, the 

children were allowed to play in a room filled with 

toys and also with the bobo doll. A second group of 

children comprising children who had not watched the 

model was also allowed to play in the room. The 

interactions of the two groups were watched secretly. 

The researchers observed that children who watched 
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the model were more aggressive towards the bobo doll 

than those who had not. In fact, they imitated the 

model’s behaviour towards the doll. This shows that 

children imitate without the involvement of any form 

of reinforcement. The models can be real models like 

father, mother, teacher, friends or even film models like 

movie stars. 

 Like the bobo doll of Bandura’s experiment in support of his 

“observational learning theory”. Television is a visual medium that 

provides concrete objects that a child can relate to. Herbert Schiller’s 

cultural imperialism theory denotes the reality of the teaching capability 

of television, which is supposed to be in contrast to Paul Lazarsfeld’s 

“Minimalist effect theory” (1940), but ends up being in support. 

Lazarsfeld presents the media as having minimal effect on the public, but 

invariably still acknowledges television as an influential tool and this 

agrees with Schiller’s theory. 

 

Conceptual Framework  

Child Psychology: The child is a focus of this study, hence the paper is 

bent on isolating the human development in human life span stage known 

as childhood, particularly between the ages of three (3) to fourteen (14) 

years, with a view to uncovering factors that need to be considered in 

designing theatrical costumes, makeup and stage properties for television 

drama that may best appeal to the aesthetic senses of humans in this stage 

of development. Agiobu-Kemmer (2009, p.29) postulates that: 

 

 A comprehensive theory of human development 

through the lifespan begins with prenatal life as the 

first stage while the afterlife is the final stage. These 

two stages are ’covered’; ‘hidden’ or ‘invisible’ .They 

cannot be seen by the naked or unaided eye. This may 
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be the reason why developmental theorists have 

ignored their consideration in their conceptualizations. 

These theorists have found it easier to focus their 

attention on the visible stages of the lifespan, namely, 

Childhood, Adulthood, and Old Age, or some limited 

aspects of these stages. 

In support of Albert Bandura’s experiment presented by Agiobu-Kemmer 

earlier in this paper, it would appear pertinent to note here that the mind 

of a child thrives on a world of make believe and this mind set of a child is 

what Onyedibia (2015, Interview), gives some visual pointers to the 

concept of fantasy in the following words, 

 

 ...Children like something that is exaggerated... they 

believe nobody is taller than their father;... But after 

some years they begin to see differently. I used to think 

my father was a giant. We do not allow our children 

enough room for fantasy, give room for creative 

imagination. Fantasy has levels; two years ago, my 

grandchild came to me and said they saw a crocodile in 

their class room. What they saw turned out to be a 

worm. I don’t know how they got the idea of a 

crocodile.  

 

Emmanuel Nwachuku recalls a personal experience in 1974, when at the 

age of nine, he tied a cloth around his neck and let it down on his back to 

look like ‘Mighty mouse’ (a cartoon character) which he had watched at 

Port Harcourt club cinema as a young boy. He climbed an eight feet high 

fence and in fantasy of himself as that cartoon character he tried flying 

down; only to cut himself on a tin of corn-beef abandoned in the grass and 

sprained his wrist. The bleeding and painful stitches at the hospital, where 

his parents took him, brought him out of his fantasy and back to reality. 

Discussions of this childhood experience with close friends revealed that a 
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majority of his friends who were exposed to cinema and television in 

childhood had similar tales to recall. This is an example of education by 

informal means. 

 

Education: The understanding of what constitutes education and how 

learning may be acquired becomes imperative to be visited at this point in 

the study. According to Akinkuotu Y. (1996, p. 16), “Education as a 

universal concept has a different meaning from place to place and from 

time to time. The concept embraces and encompasses all those human 

experiences through which knowledge is acquired…” He goes further to 

inform us that, Pestalozzi; was a naturalist who did not however believe 

that the society was bad. Pestalozzi stressed that the child should be 

guided to inculcate the virtues of the society right from his earliest years 

and emphasized the role of a mother as the child’s first teacher … he also 

advocated for teaching with concreted objects to enable a child learn by 

observation.(53) Television is a visual medium that provides concrete 

objects that a child can relate to and teaching as a concept, is the process of 

passing information and skill to another individual through formal 

teaching /training or through informal teaching such as a drama 

performance for which the learner has only submitted to be entertained, 

but gets educated in the process. Learning on the other hand is any 

process by which an individual acquires knowledge, information and 

experiences through any of his senses, namely; sight, smell, touch hearing 

or feeling (empathy), which improves his knowledge of his world and 

improves him to face the future. It is important to apply indirect teaching 

techniques in educating children through the medium of television drama 

programmes which provides a source of experience and observation.  

 

Education by television drama programmes necessarily need to be 

indigenously conceptualized design created with the interest of guiding 

the child towards orienting cultural values of the nation. Akas, (2012, p.95) 

addresses the issue of learning as applicable in watching or participation 
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via the medium of classroom plays and states that, “Classroom play is an 

important instrument for the child to develop friendly relationships, 

attachments to adults, places and certain professions…. also helps 

children to enhance their familiarity and intimacy with other children 

within and outside the classroom...” Armitage, Andrew states that; 

“Classroom playing, away from adult supervision is equally important, it 

allows the children to acquire independent mobility, explore the world on 

their own terms and create their own identities.” Children through 

classroom plays recognize familiar stimuli, respond to cues and show 

conditional responses in the early stages of life.  

 

Ihentuge (2012, p.50), citing several authors in looking at the choice of 

literature texts for secondary schools in Nigeria, he notes that literature 

learning goes beyond passing examinations, because the contents of the 

literature directly impacts the character and world view of the student 

reader. He explains that, 

 

...Re-echoing the National policy of Education (Federal 

Republic of Nigeria, 1998), Okpala and Agwaga state 

that, “education is an instrument ‘par excellence’ for 

effecting national development in Nigeria. We are 

convinced that national development, as meant here, 

has various dimensions, which include economic, 

social, educational, technological, moral and cultural.” 

Ivowi concludes that education “is aimed at 

developing the individual and society at large.”  

 

Akinkuotu (p.53) informs that, “Plato advocated secularism in education. 

This is a situation where the government would make the provision, 

control and organization of education a monopoly of the government.” 

The Nigerian government has indeed taken up this role in its educational 

system and has implemented programmes through the Nigerian 
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Television Authority (NTA) for the moral and cultural building of the 

Nigerian child. One such programme was, “Tales by moonlight” which 

achieved a measurable degree of success in concept and contents, but in 

our view was limited by costume and makeup designs and artistic failures 

in presentational style. According to Onyedibia (Interview),  

 

...the costuming at a certain point was lousy (in Tales 

by Moonlight), because they just take a monkey 

costume and put on a person and he makes 

sounds...and claims to be a monkey. That is not it. The 

Producer, the director, the team, they did not do the 

total responsibilities of their positions. Just to tell the 

children “come, there is a monkey here,” no, it’s not 

good enough. So the lighting, makeup, costume, even 

those telling the story sitting like news casters had a 

problem.  

The mind of a child is like a brand new computer, having all the 

capabilities of older computers, but lacking the necessary soft ware’s to 

fully utilize that capability. The soft ware’s of the human mind are; 

experience, education and information. The screen in general is a means of 

having an experience through observation of what is viewed.  Children 

today get a great part of their learning from multi-media exposure visa a 

vice  television, cable net work, etc and this is why, the screen has become 

a virile tool for colonizing a nation mentally, by planting organized 

concepts and ideas in their innocent and empty minds. This is most 

effective when these views are presented as “virtue or truth”. Such false 

hoods as the superiority of an American born to all others, have been 

subtly and continuously suggested through Walt Disney productions and 

other American children productions, on Nigerian screens for upward of 

three  decades, through cartoons and  movies for children. 
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Empirical Analysis of Indigenous Children Television Production 

The first test experiment in this study involved the screening of three 

indigenous productions, namely; “Tales by moonlight”, “Unfriendly 

friends” and “The trouble in Abule Itura”. (The second and third 

produced for academic research by Amoo (PhD): The director of the Lagos 

State University multi-media centre in 2008).The three indigenous 

productions were screened by three teams of twenty children each. The 

first team is Team “A” which consists of twenty (20) pupils between the 

ages of five (5) and twelve (12) years of Lagos State University Staff 

Primary School, Ojo, Lagos. They screened the programmes in the Month 

of Aril, 2010. The second team “B”, experimented on children between 

ages three (3) and twelve (12) years, residents of Apon Street, Igando in 

Alimosho local government area of Lagos state. They screened the 

programmes in the Month of July, 2010. The third team “C” after 

now,were selected children from that resides off Mucan Street, off All-

weather Road,Owipa, Choba, Obio-Akpor Local Government Area of 

Rivers state, Nigeria. They screened the productions in the Month of 

August, 2013. The following questions were asked all the sixty (60) 

children involved on each day of the screening exercises: 

 

1. Which is your favourite programme? 

2. Why do you like it most? 

3. Which Life size puppet do you like most? 

 

Responses /Results of Children (Screening of Indigenous Television 

Productions) 

 Team “A”: 

1.  14 children liked “Unfriendly friend”, 4 preferred  “Trouble in 

AbuleItura”, while 2 chose “Tales by Moonlight” 

2. “Unfriendly friend” was liked for colourful Life size puppets, “The 

Trouble in AbuleItura” was liked because trees were talking and 
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“Tales by Moonlight” was liked because of the folk tale told in the 

episode screened. 

3. 16 children preferred the six Life size puppets of Carbon Florio 

Chloride which were red in colour, while 4 said their choice was 

the six Nitrogen Life size puppets whose costumes were yellow. 

 

 Team “B” 

1.  12 children liked “Unfriendly friend” most, 5 preferred  “ The 

Trouble in AbuleItura”, while 3 chose “Tales by Moonlight” 

2. “Unfriendly friends” was chosen by 7 for colourful Life size 

puppets and 5 for choreography, “The Trouble in AbuleItura” was 

chosen by 5, because trees were talking and “Tales by Moonlight” 

was chosen by 2 because of the ghost in the story told in that 

episode. 

3. 13 children preferred the six Carbon Florio Chloride Life size 

puppets which were red in colour, while 6 said their choice was the 

six Nitrogen Life size puppets whose costumes were yellow, 1 

insisted she liked only old Iroko tree and could not tell why. 

 

 Team “C” 

1.  13 children liked “Unfriendly friend” most, 4 preferred  “ The 

Trouble in AbuleItura”, while 2 chose “Tales by Moonlight” 

2. “Unfriendly friend” was chosen by 5 for choreography, and 8 for 

colourful Life size puppets, “The Trouble in AbuleItura” was 

chosen by 4 because trees were talking and “Tales by Moonlight” 

was chosen by 2 because of the story told in that episode. 

3. 15 children preferred six Carbon Florio Chloride Life size puppets 

which were red in colour, while 5 said their choice was the six 

Nitrogen Life size puppets whose costumes were yellow. 

 

They all confirmed colour as reason for liking the Life size puppets in 

“Unfriendly friends”, while “Trouble in Abule-Itura” was liked for the 
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fantasy of humanoid trees. “Tales by moonlight”   was appreciated for 

fantasy story content. 

Graphical Presentations of Results from the three Indigenous 

productions screened

                            

 Chart 1: Result from the three Indigenous Productions screened 

From the above results, it would appear that these children were attracted 

to television drama programmes by the following and in the percentages 

suggested below; which may not be necessarily accurate, but give a fair 

idea of the importance of each variable: 

 

1. Music and choreography           19% 

2. Information contents                 12% 

3. Bright colours                            24% 

4. Life size puppets                        48% 
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Observations 

With the exception of team “A” who could not be monitored, because they 

reside in different places, the other two teams “B and C” were monitored 

for a week after each screening to observe any impact the screened 

programmes may have had on their known personalities. Responses and 

reactions were taken in the context of feedback. The following were 

observed as outcome of screening the local productions for team “B”, 

namely; “Unfriendly friends”, “The trouble in AbuleItura” and “Tales by 

Moonlight”. The first production which used fantasy costuming, presents 

children players dressed in padded costumes similar to the Michelin man 

tyre, demonstrating pollutants differentiated by theircolours, such as; Soot 

(grey), Carbon monoxide (black), Nitrogen (Yellow), Carbon Florio 

Chloride (red), Carbon dioxide ( brown), and other air pollutants 

personified. The second, which dwelt on forest preservation, applied 

naturalistic costume of static tree characters such as; Old Cotton tree, 

Almond tree, Oil palm tree, Iroko tree, etc, with holes in them to expose 

the children players’ human faces. These were movable set props serving 

as costumes, which can be accepted here in this study as static Life size 

puppets. Observation as feedback from the screening exercise was that; 

 

1) Children called for repeats of the screening of the first production 

“Unfriendly friends”, six times and only once for the second titled; 

“The trouble in Abule-Itura” there was no repeat request for “Tales 

by Moonlight”. 

2) By the next day it was observed that they began to advice parents 

on the lessons learnt from the first production, “Unfriendly 

friends”. This included the need to avoid driving short distances, to 

avoid pollution by car exhausts.  

3) One of the children put out a fire made to burn his compounds 

garbage five days later, with a strong protest that it was polluting 

the environment. That child was only five years old at the time.  
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Indeed these observations above support the idea of television and film as 

multi-media educational tools and the need to carefully package them 

with child psychology in view, acknowledging its capacity to impart 

domestic cultural values and ideologies of a nation. 

 

It is obvious from all of the above data that, life size puppets are the 

prime factor to be considered in designing a children television drama 

production with hope to attracting the attention of children and this is 

missing in the indigenous children programmes on Nigerian television 

services presently. Colours are the next factor for consideration, followed 

by movement, dance choreography and songs or rhymes. The last factor 

of consideration appears to be the primary focus of locally made 

production for children by Nigerians and that is the information contents. 

This is visibly the reason why children in Nigeria favour the foreign 

product that first attract them with exiting Life size puppet characters, 

brilliant colour displays and good rhymes, songs and choreography 

before subtly passing intended information to them. A majority of 

Nigerian made children television drama programmes may be likened to 

an article written for publication, without the abstract and introduction; 

how shall the reader be attracted to peruse such work? This needs urgent 

correction.  
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Chart 2: Percentage on reasons for children attraction to television 

drama programmes. 

 

Discussions  

The absence of a nationally acclaimed prominent television programme of 

Nigerian origin since the exit of “Tales by Moonlight” is a problem that 

has become obvious. Although there are a reasonable number of Nigerian 

made children drama programmes on air, in both private and government 

owned television stations as found in this study, none has introduced and 

sustained children programme that has become a national identity, nor 

archived an international appeal or export. Evidently, imported children 

television drama programmes dominate television broadcast for children 

in Nigeria and according to Odukomaya. S (2005, p.96), 

More than half the drama programmes on NTA 

Channel 10 and LTV Channel 8 (Lagos), originated 

from foreign countries. The foreign programmes were 

not forced on Nigerian Television stations at gun point. 

On the contrary, they were duly selected and gladly 
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paid for by Nigerian film acquisition officers, these 

officers, as such, could be viewed from two 

perspectives:(1) Negatively, as the local agents of 

imperialists (Tunstall, 1977)(2) Positively, as innovators 

and agents of national development. (Rogers, 

1983)Interviews with the officers showed that they 

perceived their role positively. 

It is a fact that there is no popular children programme on the NTA, any 

of the state television stations or privately owned televisions, nor is there 

any popular private video production that has introduced a popular 

national cartoon life size puppet in Nigeria by Nigerians. This is a gap that 

is more significant than it may appear. There is an urgent need to evolve 

Television drama programme that shall introduce and popularize a 

national cartoon life size puppet for Nigeria, made by Nigerians. 

Orokonwu (2017, Interview) opines why he thinks there is no indigenous 

popular life size puppet on Television for Nigeria’s children. He 

comments that, 

We have a lot of talents in this country and no 

encouragement and our leaders do not encourage 

creativity or merit. Every one of them runs after his 

pocket without a vision for the country and the people 

have joined to destroy visions of creative dreams that 

can impact the country’s image and economy.… It’s 

not that people don’t have such intentions, but dreams 

die, dreams are starved. I have a dream of a small 

forest reserve of artificial animated animals. Animals 

talking to each other, with built in voicing, a non living 

zoo of artistic creation; which I am hoping will become 

reality before my people sell off all our land as they are 

doing now… 

It is clearly stated in the Nigerian constitution, and the Nigerian cultural 

policy that the duties of the state, the media and the artist to the nation 
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include, to protect, preserve and promote the Nigerian culture. According 

to the (Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 No.24:LL30), 

21. The state shall- (a) Protect, preserve and promote 

the Nigerian cultures which enhance human dignity 

and are constituted with the fundamental objectives as 

provided in this chapter; and (b)encourage 

development of technological and scientific studies 

which enhance cultural values. 22. The press, Radio, 

Television and other agencies of the mass media shall 

at all times be free to uphold the fundamental 

objectives contained in this chapter and uphold the 

responsibility and accountability of the government 

and the people  

 

The following statement from the renowned novelist, Chinua Achebe, 

should make us have a deep reflection on the level of cultural damage 

perpetrated by Europeans and Americans in Africa. Achebe. (1975, p.44) 

recounting an event in 1975, wrote, 

 

Today things have changed a lot, but it would be 

foolish to pretend that we have fully recovered from 

the traumatic effects of our first confrontation with 

Europe...my wife who teaches English in a boys’ 

school, asked a pupil why he wrote about winter when 

he meant the harmattan. He said the other boys would 

call him a bush man if he did such a thing! Now, you 

wouldn’t have thought, would you, that there was 

something shameful in your weather? But apparently 

we do. How can this great blasphemy be purged? I 

think it is part of my business as a writer to teach that 

boy that there is nothing disgraceful about the African 

weather, that the palm-tree is a fit subject for poetry...  
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It is indeed part of the duty of all creative artistes and television 

programmers to teach the children of Nigeria to have pride in themselves 

and their country. It is therefore of great importance for television and 

film in Nigeria to shake of this perceived European usurpation and 

domination in what they put on screen. This is why costume and makeup 

designers must assist by developing a patriotic mind set and do well to 

capture a positive image of Nigeria in their design creations, particularly, 

when designing for children. 

 

Suggestions for improvement 

The Nigerian Television Authority needs to be challenged by the 

government to produce and promote to popularity, an updated 

programme with the national vision of “Tales by Moonlight”. This 

programme should evolve at least two Life size puppets to be made house 

hold figures through product branding. In television, the producer is the 

man who conceives the idea or concept for a programme or production, 

he can also be appointed by the programmes manager to produce a 

management solicited programme, in which he may have no creative 

input before he takes charge. His duties include choosing of all principal 

production personnel from the available staff of the television station. He 

may also request for or invite guest artistes. The production manager 

finds the allocation for the production (if not funded by the station); it is 

his duties to source sponsorship. In summary, he is the baby sitter of a 

given production or programme and the representative of the 

programmes manager throughout the life span of a programme. The 

producer there for has the power to influence the costume and makeup 

design by coming up with a nationalist concept which will channel the 

creative focus of the costume designer towards a national Life size puppet 

on children television programmes belt. The Nigerian Television 

Authority should challenge their programme managers to pilot their 

producers toward this national need. 
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On the issue of Research by design artistes; it needs to be noted that, 

insufficient researches towards design conceptualization and 

development are bi-product of laziness or poor training of practitioners of 

costume and makeup. Nwankwo (2016, Interview) strongly admonishes 

that, 

 

The world is changing every day and if you stick to 

what you know before now, you cannot compete with 

international developments. You must research well; 

see changes taking place and come up with something 

original and new, which will not put the children who 

have access to these developments off. You must affect 

your research on your costume or makeup design, not 

just assume...eh... ‘It’s like this or like that’ or ‘that is 

how we used to do it’. Remember you are there to 

entertain, inform and enlighten children. So you must 

use your costume to do this. Everything in television or 

any visual media must have a focus to achieve an 

objective or aim. 

 

Onyedibia (2016, Interview) in discussing this issue tries to trace what he 

considers to be the root of the problem. He opines that, 

 

We make assumptions; “I have read one book”, “I have 

a certificate”, “Do you know who I am?” If your 

mentality is not growing, how can your certificate 

grow...? Chinua Achebe never even attempted a master 

degree, William Shakespeare never went to secondary 

school, but they are the people we are picking up 

degrees on. You take one line from Shakespeare, write 

volumes on it and they give you a PhD, They call you 

an expert on Shakespeare and you don’t even have a 
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picture of where the man lived or how he lived. We are 

talking of laziness. Because you have a degree awarded 

to you by a man who is himself limited, ...you go out 

cloned and insist you are an expert with nothing more 

to learn, teaching what that man thought you. You now 

make assumptions... 

 

Ododo (Wanted: A Vibrant Cultural Policy (2), 1984) proposes the view 

that performance and experience rather that paper qualifications should 

constitute a yard stick for recognition of the creative artist. He states that, 

 

One of the errors of the past was the tendency to ignore 

the creative contributions of our self-trained and 

‘untutored’ artist. Those who doubt the beauty of our 

‘other’ artists is reminded that what is today 

considered the ‘Oshogbo School’ of fine artist emerged 

from the periodic workshops arranged by the German 

scholar, Ulli Beier and his wife, for ‘local’ artists whose 

only prior qualification was belief in themselves as 

artists. Unfortunately, even at the state level where arts 

councils were established, presumably, with the aim of 

reaching out to more people, there seems not to be a 

clear understanding of objectives and goal.  

 

The need for research before implementation of any design art is most 

expedient to professionalism in the arts; however, experience gathered on 

the field revels that, the majority of hands on the field in Costume and 

makeup practice are self thought, experimental quacks, having no 

knowledge of the processes of research nor understanding the relevance. 

Those who are trained are at times compromised from doing research for 

economic reasons, because well paying jobs often come to them at short 

notice that would not allow for proper research. To insist on research for a 
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producer that is in a hurry and cares little about perfection of the product; 

may mean a loss of the job, money and reputation of the designer, who 

will be slandered by the negative flippancy observed in the entertainment 

industry internationally. Most designers in this situation fall back on 

experience, skills and memory recall. However, being professionals, they 

may have quick access to books and contacts from which information can 

be gotten for a quick but un-detailed and non-comprehensive research. 

 

Formal education of costume and makeup practitioners towards 

designing for children programmes is very important for growth to be 

achieved in this area. There is a need to reform, review or update 

curriculum of Nigerian Universities involved in training the theatre and 

media practitioner beyond the depth of the most recent updates in most of 

the universities since 2014.Nwadigwe, (2005, p.194) states that, 

 

In fact a major objective of curriculum reform is to 

make education more relevant to the socioeconomic 

needs of the nation. The UNESCO ‘Draft Guide’ 

defines curriculum as; the set of activities that are 

geared towards the achievement of an institution’s 

educational goals’. These goals are set by the 

institution’s founders in line with prevailing policies 

on education and manpower development needs of the 

country. The curricula of higher educational 

institutions are therefore expected to reflect the 

development needs of their societies and link the 

graduates to the world of work. 

 

These updates should include puppetry, which presently is being formally 

thought in practical details,  at the University of Calarbar, University of 

Port Harcourt, Lagos state University and college of Education, Ijanikin 

(This information may however not be conclusive, as not all universities 
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with any of the related performing arts departments could be reached on 

this research, due to research limitations). Children Theatre curricula of all 

other performing arts, dramatic arts, theatre and film studies teaching 

universities perused on this study recognise the use of puppets, but do not 

provide for teaching how they can be made, so we cannot tell if the skilled 

hands to teach these are on ground or not. However, a look at the list of 

recognised technical theatre practitioners in Nigeria reveal very few 

academically sound specialists practicing or teaching in the field of 

puppetry.  

 

The next problem arising in training the practitioner is lack of practice 

contents in training programmes of institutions and apprentice masters. 

Because the equipment are lacking in needed quantity in all Nigerian 

Universities, for the teaching  of Theatrical design arts in general, most 

lecturers in these field with the knowledge and skill to teach these arts 

resort to theory only or in some adventurous cases make the students 

provide needed materials for practical classes. Urgent need for refresher 

programmes for existing practitioners and trainers on both the field and 

the academia is advocated by these research findings. Most personnel 

saddled with teaching costume and makeup in the universities, 

particularly the first and second generation universities and in fact the 

more senior persons to be specific, have gotten so engrossed in theories 

and administration that their practical skills need to be warmed up. They 

tell students what should be done, critic their work, but are never seen 

demonstrating for the students to learn from them as observed in the 

universities visited during this research. These crop of scholars need to 

have their practical knowledge updated.  

 

It appears important to remind us that a great playwright like William 

Shakespeare, was not an academician neither were the Wright Brothers 

who fathered aviation, nor the Lumier brothers who invented the 

incandescent lamp. Less presumptuousness and true humility is the elixir 
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needed by the academic community to learn from the field, improve their 

learning and then teach the field practitioner’s better methods of practice 

and better equipment when they develop any. Bridging of this gap 

between the town and the gown has commenced and deserves mention. It 

is necessary to inform here that the department of Theatre and Film 

Studies of the University of Port Harcourt, organised the first town and 

gown national workshop tagged; ‘Uniport Nollywood Film Workshop’, 

from Monday 26th February to Saturday 4th  March, 2017. This workshop 

which involved more than two hundred major stakeholders on both sides 

of the divide, who came from all over the country, was a successful 

melting pot for theory and practice in Film and Television arts. This is a 

remarkable good beginning that should be taken up by other institutions. 

The University of Port Harcourt has however, declared this event as an 

annual event. 

 

On the part of apprentice masters, participatory observation and 

discussions with trainees have revealed that most masters of the costume 

and makeup art, send their trainees on needless errands whenever they 

are about to do the very creative things they consider trade secrets. Some 

of these masters when asked why complain that once the trainees learn 

one or two tricks of the art, they run off on their own and parading in 

their master’s name, cause problems that eventually come back to them, 

the masters. So they keep the special skills secret until they are sure the 

apprentice has learnt the value of humility before letting them learn what 

makes them special on the job, which stage of training many apprentices 

do not have the patience to attain. Life size puppets need to be designed 

and created for children television dramas by Nigerians as the present 

practice of importing completed programmes or adapting of life size 

puppets and puppets from other countries is to be criticized, condemned 

and prohibited in like manner that the country has put on a frown at the 

importation of imported rice, chicken, turkey and other goods, to the 
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detriment of production growth of such items in the country. According 

to Folkberts J. and Lacy S. (2004, p.276), 

Fears about cultural imperialism are both economic 

and cultural. Both stem from the popularity of U.S. 

programming. With their high production values, 

focus on action, emphasis on sex, and simple plots, 

many U.S. television shows and movies attract 

audiences across culture. Economically, imported 

programs undermine indigenous television 

production. Such programming also often contradicts 

cultural values. 

 

In Nigeria, rich cultures abound. Most Nigerian festivals involve life 

size puppets and masquerades, so the concept of life size puppets as a 

communal symbol is not imported to Nigeria as evidenced in studies of 

Nigerian theatre history, which reveals the presence of Kwagh-hir theatre 

of the Tiv ethnic nationality that is based on life size puppets, The Borno 

puppet show (using marionettes), The Hausa Yankamanchi moving 

comedy theatre also use some degree of puppetry and the Alarinjo 

travelling theatre of the Yoruba, which has divested its self of the original 

religious purpose it represented and taken on a comic outlook with stock 

characters that can be arguable seen as human life size puppet images. 

The Gelede masquerades of the Yoruba (Ijebu) race which are basically life 

size puppets of women are masquerades only because they have a strong 

religious purpose in the celebration of aje’, meaning witches and they 

involve rituals, but the masquerades are caricatures of female Europeans. 

Also to be mentioned is the Annang drama of the Ibibio ethnic group that 

features some elements of masking akin to entertainment life size puppets. 

All of these Nigerian theatre cultures and many more that are not as 

popular, all date well before the colonial era in Africa and therefore gives 

cause for question on why Nigerians have not developed life size puppets 

for children television drama programmes, which should have been 
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popular by now, at the least in the west African region in which Nigeria is 

internationally looked upon to lead. 

Conclusions 

Design in theatrical productions refers to the visual environment of a 

production; inclusive of the setting, lighting, and costume, alongside 

makeup which are major elements of the design resolution and aesthetics 

of a production. This study concludes that indigenous efforts on ground, 

as seen in the course of this research are inadequate and there is a need for 

more efforts towards use of better colours, fantasy and puppetry in the 

designs concepts for children television drama in Nigeria, particularly in 

the practices of costume and makeup. Children television programmes of 

indigenous extract within the country  are not competing favourably with 

their foreign counterparts and this has been traced in this study to three 

factors that should be addressed urgently, which are; Non- usage of  

forms of puppetry; particularly the life size variety, non emphasis in 

choosing attractive colours for costuming or making up of characters in 

children programmes and  finally, no sincerer nor conscious efforts by 

government , firms or individuals to motivate and fund developments 

that would encourage indigenous children programmes to favourably 

compete with international trends. The aesthetics of a programmes’ 

design is a major tool of communication, and should attract the objective 

criticism of the viewers; particularly the academia that serves as guide to 

the society, towards development and improvement of technology. While 

it may appear that this kind of divided attention will interfere with our 

emotional involvement with the viewed production; attentive viewing 

with aesthetic evaluations of the creativity put into the creation of a 

television production, can actually deepen our appreciation of same. The 

creative capabilities of children programmes content developers and 

design specialists need to be resourceful, imaginative and well disposed to 

criticisms. This study has brought to light, the alarming rate of foreign 

programmes domination of the indigenous Television children 
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programmes belt in Nigeria, and has raised a question towards its cultural 

implications and possible negative impact on Nigerian culture and people. 

This is in the hope that by this contribution to knowledge, those directly 

involved in developing programmes for children on Nigerian television 

and in schools where the designers are trained will take note of the issues 

raised and make concerted efforts to improve. 
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